MOZART/MAHLER

CCM PHILHARMONIA

MARK GIBSON
music director and conductor

Friday, October 10, 2014
Corbett Auditorium
8:00 p.m.

CCM has become an All-Steinway School through the kindness of its donors. A generous gift by Patricia A. Corbett in her estate plan has played a key role in making this a reality.

University of Cincinnati is an accredited institution of the National Association of Schools of Music, the National Association of Schools of Theatre, and the National Association of Schools of Dance, and is a member of the University/Resident Theatre Association.
Program

Symphony No. 32 in G Major, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
K. 318 (1779) (1756-1791)
I. Allegro spiritoso
II. Andante
III. Primo tempo

Levi Hammer, conductor

Symphony No. 5 in C-sharp Minor (1901-1902) Gustav Mahler
I. Trauermarsch. In gemessenem Schritt. (1860-1911)
Strenge. Wie ein Kondukt
II. Stürmisch bewegt, mit größter Vehemenz
- *brief pause -
III. Scherzo. Kräftig, nicht zu schnell
IV. Adagietto. Sehr langsam
V. Rondo-Finale. Allegro - Allegro giocoso. Frisch

*following Mahler's performance practice, there will be a 3-minute pause between the 2nd and 3rd movements.
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Haoli Lin, concertmaster
Han Gyuhyun, assistant concertmaster
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Haeun Kim
Quanshuai Li
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Boyang Wang
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Violin II
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Soohyun Kim
Karen Lee
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Jung In Lee
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Sam Rocklin

Flute/Piccolo
Caroline Beard
Jin Young Choi*
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Matt Ross*

Oboe
Heather Baxter*
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Jessica Smithhorn*
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Joseph Michael Tomasso

Clarinet
Mikey Arbulu*
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Patrick Sikes

Bassoon
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Matt Cullen
Jessica Findley*

Violin II
Peter Gorak, principal
Chirico Tanaka, assistant principal
Emilio Carlo
Laurie Dixon
Yu Gan
Stephen Goist
Jalen Lee
Bei Liu
Jonathan Moore
Courtney O'Keefe
Andrea Pendergrass
Megan Scharff
Kailun Sun

Contra Bassoon
Tyler Wilkins*

Horn
Joseph Cradler
Kelsey Hutson
Matthew McLaughlin*
Abigail Martin
Stephen Newberry
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Clark Stewart

Trumpet
Chuck Bindis*
George Carpent
Andy Harms
Sarah Herbert
Gejia Xiao, asst.

Trombone
Tyler Bentley
Tang Wing Kwong*

Tuba
Matthew Gray*

Timpani
Anthony Fabrizio*
Jacob Dike*

Percussion
Jacob Dike*
Hsiang Ying Hou
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* principal Mozart Symphony No. 32
+ principal Mahler Symphony No. 5

* All string players listed alphabetical order after the 1st stand